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KEY LOOSELEAFS

Encyclopedia of Planning Law and Practice
10 Volume Looseleaf, 4 releases a year, 12 monthly bulletins a year
Editors: David Elvin QC and Landmark Chambers team
This leading reference work provides exhaustive coverage of all the relevant legislation, statutory
instruments and policy, with expert annotations and commentary.
Coverage in forthcoming releases and monthly bulletins will include:
• Tracking the progress of the Government’s Levelling-up and Regeneration Bill as it goes through
Parliament, and the associated changes in national policy and regulations, such as to the
community infrastructure levy, environmental assessment and local plans
• Monitoring developments in the reform of Welsh planning legislation
• Commentary on the Environment Act 2021 and regulations and guidance made under it as they
relate to planning
• Following developments in climate change matters which affect planning
• Continuing updates to the legislation, case law, policy and procedural guides

........................................................................................................................
9780421007406 | £2,496
This title is also available on Westlaw UK and as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView

SWEET & MAXWELL SUMMER SALE
Save 30% on a new subscription – offer available on print and ProView formats until 23 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting PLAN30PC

Planning Law: Practice and Precedents
1 Volume Looseleaf, 3 releases a year
Editors: Stephen Tromans QC, Daniel Stedman Jones, Jonathan Darby, Holmes & Hills LLP
A narrative, transaction-based work which deals with all aspects of planning law and practice.
Features:
• Provides an explanation of the law and procedure relating to each topic, with references to the
relevant legislation, policy and guidance, cases and published planning appeal decisions
• Approaches each topic with both the applicant and the local planning authority in mind
• Deals with the practical issues that practitioners encounter in their daily work
• Includes an annual supplement containing a range of precedents and practical guidance on the
use of official forms

........................................................................................................................
9780421388505 | £1,200
This title is also available on Westlaw UK and as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView

SWEET & MAXWELL SUMMER SALE
Save 30% on a new subscription – offer available on print and ProView formats until 23 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting PLAN30PC

Encyclopedia of Compulsory Purchase and Compensation
3 Volume Looseleaf, 3 releases a year
Editors: Richard Glover QC, Saira Kabir Sheikh QC, Meyric Lewis, Mark Westmoreland Smith,
Hugh Flanagan
This work provides a complete guide to this complex area of law, including the full text of the
relevant legislation and policy with annotations.
Features:
• Provides detailed coverage of the powers of relevant authorities to acquire land compulsorily
• Examines the authorisation procedure for compulsory purchase orders, procedure after the order,
and exercise of the powers
• Explains the rules which regulate entitlement to compensation
• Identifies the methods and procedures for challenging compulsory purchase orders
• Discusses purchase notice and blight notice procedures

........................................................................................................................
9780421007505 | £1,644
This title is also available on Westlaw UK and as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView

SWEET & MAXWELL SUMMER SALE
Save 30% on a new subscription – offer available on print and ProView formats until 23 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting PLAN30PC

LEADING PERIODICALS

Journal of Planning and Environment Law
12 issues a year
Editors: Dr Ashley Bowes and team
The Journal provides a guide to developments in planning and environmental law and a forum for
debate. It includes current topics, articles, correspondence, Parliamentary and Departmental news,
case law reports, summaries of cases, Upper Tribunal decisions, and ministerial planning decisions.
Forthcoming issues will provide expert discussion of matters such as:
• The reforms proposed in the Levelling-up and Regeneration Bill
• New policy proposals (including a new NPPF) heralded in the DLUHC Levelling-up and
Regeneration: Further Information paper
• The changes introduced by the Environment Act 2021
• The reforms proposed in the Bill of Rights Bill
• Plus a special 13th issue containing the papers from the 50th annual Joint Planning Law
Conference, 50 not out

........................................................................................................................
ISSN 0307-4870 | £1,224
This title is also available as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView

SWEET & MAXWELL SUMMER SALE
Save 30% on a new subscription – offer available on print and ProView formats until 23 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting PLAN30PC

Property, Planning and Compensation Reports
10 issues a year
Editors: Lord Justice Lewison, John Pugh-Smith, Professor Michael Haley
The Reports, first published in 1949, cover all the significant property, planning, compulsory
purchase and compensation cases which come before the judiciary and the Upper Tribunal (Lands
Chamber). Many of the cases they report have not been reported elsewhere.
Features:
• With their clear and concise format, the Reports are the most authoritative general property law
reports available
• Unrivalled coverage of a wide range of subjects, from agricultural holdings, commons and
easements, to highway maintenance, footpaths and land charges; land law, conveyancing and
land registration, to landlord and tenant and mortgages; as well as town and country planning
and compulsory purchase
• Indispensable to solicitors, barristers, planners, surveyors and other practitioners needing to keep
abreast of the latest case law developments in these areas

........................................................................................................................
ISSN 2754-138X | £1,968
This title is also available as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView

SWEET & MAXWELL SUMMER SALE
Save 30% on a new subscription – offer available on print and ProView formats until 23 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting PLAN30PC

ESSENTIAL BOOKS

Listed Buildings and other Heritage Assets
5th Edition
Authors: Dr Charles Mynors, Nigel Hewitson
The standard reference work on the law and practice relating to the protection of historic buildings
and other heritage assets throughout the United Kingdom.
Features:
• Explains how the key features of the built heritage are protected, which planning and other
controls apply, the processes for applying for planning permission and appealing against a
decision, and the consequences of carrying out works without consent
• Discusses the powers that exist to bring about repairs and for the acquisition of heritage assets by
public authorities
• Includes a selection of forms and precedents and sample conditions on listed building consents

........................................................................................................................
9780414038158 | £222
This title is also available on Westlaw UK and as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView
Publication date: September 2017

SPECIAL OFFER
15% discount on print and ProView formats – offer available from 1 August to 30 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting LISTBD22

The Law of Trees, Forests and Hedges
3rd Edition
Authors: Dr Charles Mynors, Stephanie Hall, Elizabeth Nicholls
The only comprehensive work on this complex area of law as it applies throughout the United
Kingdom.
Features:

NEW
EDITION

• Explains the general law on trees, dealing with issues such as ownership, boundaries, subsidence
claims, hazardous trees, trees on highways, and habitat protection
• Outlines the law relating to commercial forestry, looking at financial considerations, felling
licences, the assessment of environmental impact, and health and safety issues
• Highlights various mechanisms for protecting important trees and hedgerows, ancient woodlands
and historic landscapes
• Fully updated to deal with all new legislation and policy and over 75 new judicial decisions

........................................................................................................................
9780414103009 | £195
This title is also available on Westlaw UK and as an eBook on Thomson Reuters ProView
Publication date: November 2022

SPECIAL OFFER
15% discount on print and ProView formats – offer available from 1 August to 30 September 2022
To order or for further information, please contact Julie.Johnson@thomsonreuters.com, quoting LTREES22

